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While I'm sure the threat of a strike is alarming for both faculty and students, I would just like to 

commend the members of the OPSEU college faculty union for standing up for contract faculty! 

The situation which contract faculty face is sadly becoming the norm in both the academic sector 

and beyond. Instead of full-time and permanent positions, employers are moving towards 

employment models that prefer a huge compliment of lower paid, short-term employees who 

need to constantly reapply for their own jobs—this keeps both workers insecure and unsure 

about what their working situation will be from term to term. It also keeps them working at a 

fraction of what a colleague doing the same job is paid.  

This is the situation which college faculty are facing, which public service workers in both the 

provincial and federal governments are facing, and which the thousands of people in Ontario 

now finding work through temp agencies are facing. If workers don't fight back, both through 

courageous collective bargaining and through provincial legislation, this growing trend will 

become the norm. As a young worker, I can say that's not a future I want to find myself in—no 

one deserves that!  

So I'm extremely heartened to see that college faculty workers are standing up against short-term 

contracts and growing inequality. We can support struggles like these and struggles elsewhere by 

pressuring the Ontario government right now to strengthen Equal Pay for Equal Work provisions 

in Bill 148 to ensure that, even as people in particular workplaces bargain for fairness, we push 

provincially to make fairness the standard for all workers. With Bill 148 being considered by 

parliament right now, it's important that we email or call our MPP to let her know that equal pay 

and job-security for workers are priorities which need to be reflected in that legislation! 

Lesley Jamieson 
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